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Marginalized youth:
Toward an inclusive Jordan
Beverley Milton-Edwards 1

T

his policy briefing explores the
impact of political, social, and
economic marginalization on
Jordan’s youth. It highlights the growing tensions between the government
and its increasingly agitated young citizens over the matter. Those tensions
manifest in political apathy, disaffection among tribal youth, and radicalization. If the issue of youth cohesion
and inclusion is not tackled, further
erosion of Jordan’s stability and security will take place. Policies aimed at
addressing those issues should avoid
approaches that reduce youth to a security threat. The agency of young people
and their relationships to their communities must be at the core of government
strategy, resource allocation, and implementation.

Key Recommendations
• Bolster government-led youth
initiatives through strengthening the
Ministry of Youth (MoY), including
youth in both the development and
implementation of initiatives, and
establishing better coordination between
government institutions, NGOs,
and donors.
• Foster youth political inclusion
through lowering the minimum age
for candidacy in elections, introducing
youth quotas in parliament and
municipal councils, and accelerating
youth voter awareness campaigns.

• Promote civic youth through developing
and teaching curriculums that encourage
civic engagement, allowing youth spaces
for political and civic participation to
flourish, and incorporating a “youth inclusion” principle in NGO and civil society
registration procedures.
• Ease the school-to-work transition
through developing employment training
programs and enhancing vocational opportunities in secondary and tertiary level
education in Jordan. Public-private and
private sector initiatives should be encouraged to drive the process.
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Introduction:
Jordanian Youth Sitting
at the Margins
One of the major features of the Arab uprisings
that gripped the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) in 2010 and 2011 was the role that
young people played in mobilizing dissent and
frustration. Young Jordanians joined their peers
from across the region to call for political reform
and protest poor life chances, but with little to
show for their efforts.
Jordan, like other countries in MENA, has a
young population. The United Nations (U.N.)
estimates that more than 70 percent of the country’s 6.5 million citizens are under thirty. Youth
make up 22 percent of the overall population.2
Despite their numbers, young Jordanians have
been marginalized by the state and society.

This policy briefing explores the layers of youth
exclusion in Jordan, highlighting the political,
social, and economic obstacles facing young Jordanians and particularly young women.3 It discusses the consequences of youth marginalization, which include apathy and distrust toward
existing political institutions and leaders, the
breakdown of the social compact between tribe
and state, and radicalization. If the issue of youth
cohesion and inclusion is not tackled, Jordan’s
stability and security can seriously erode. However, in addressing those destabilizing factors, it is
important to avoid approaches that reduce young
people to a security risk. This briefing therefore
urges the government, leaders, and international donors in Jordan to direct more resources to
youth programs and policies that foster youth political inclusion, promote civic engagement, and
support young people in their transition from
school to work.

Figure I: Population Pyramid
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The layers of youth exclusion

They have explored various political avenues,
including protests against government-imJordanian youth experience multiple layers of posed price hikes and politically sensitive issues
marginalization, intimately interconnected with such as normalization with Israel.8
socioeconomic, political, religious, national, sectarian, sexual, and gender dynamics. This is ex- Such activism, however, comes with a high price
acerbated by poor political, social, and economic tag. Students are constantly monitored. Student
prospects in the face of societal pressures to earn protests against issues such as fee hikes have led
enough to establish independent homes, contrib- to suspensions and expulsions.9 Security forcute to family finances, and marry.4 As detailed in es have also targeted leaders and organizers in
this section, youth exclusion manifests in struc- groups such as the National Campaign for the
tural barriers to youth political participation, Rights of Students, also known as “Thabahtocivic engagement, and access to economic op- na,” amid claims that their role undermines and
portunities imposed by both the state and society. threatens university and governance norms.10
Young women also face a number of additional “They see us as the enemies of the state not the
barriers, especially when it comes to their experi- active citizens of our future society,” said one
such student leader.11
ence of public spaces and social cohesion.

Closing the political doors
to youth

The democracy deficit in Jordan is one compelling reason why its population joined the revolts
of 2011–12.5 Jordan is not a democratic state,
and foreign donors have expressed concerns that
progress on fundamental rights to improve political freedoms are too slow.6 Barriers to political participation are higher on young people than
other citizens. Jordanian authorities offer little
by way of invitation to draw its young population into participation and civic life. Youth are
marginal in learning and playing a role in Jordan’s
deliberative and governing frameworks.
In fact, young Jordanians accuse authorities of
actively stifling opportunities for inclusion.7
Public spaces are highly constricted places for
youth because of the ways in which local governing authorities police and control them.
Places like schools, college and university campuses, and other “social” spaces that should
welcome youth participation and activism are
constrained. Despite this, student activism in
Jordan has persisted. Students have formed local networks to address their concerns, as well
as wider socioeconomic and political issues.
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Even in terms of the supposedly innocuous music
scene, many, including hip-hop and rap artists,
dancers, MCs, and producers, decry the levels of
control by governing authority. “I was called in
by the ‘mukhabarat’ and they wanted all of my
lyrics,” stated one local artist.12 Another claimed
that restrictions on public space that stop young
single men from gathering to perform, dance, or
be part of an audience “suffocate us.”13
Additionally, structural obstacles to political participation and joining public office persist in excluding youth in Jordan. Lower-order decisionmaking bodies such as civil society organizations,
community groups, and school and university
student councils, where youth could gain experience and engage in activism and stake-holding,
have long been subject to such severe forms of
control as to render them redundant in this respect.14 One encouraging development was apparent in the decision by the Jordanian government to lower the minimum age for candidacy
in local elections to 25 years in preparation for
the August 2017 elections.15 However, the minimum age to run for parliament in Jordan is still
30 years and over a $700 deposit is required to
stand.16 Such factors act as effective obstacles to
youth inclusion.

Limits to civic engagement
The attitudes of governing authority reduce the
agency of youth to a state of passive beneficiary.
There is wide agreement among many analysts at
the U.N., the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), and other
international organizations on youth issues in
Jordan that state and state-assisted activities are
limited in terms of programmatic approach.17
Jordan’s National Center for Human Rights also
consistently reports that the state fails to encompass its youth in the civic life of the country.18
This means that youth participation in Jordanian
civil society, including in roles on the boards of
state-registered organizations, is, again, highly
restricted.19 This has attendant consequences for
the youth’s collective and individual sense of civic
identity, stake-holding, and empowerment.

extent of intersectionality present among those
various groups is rarely recognized.

Economic margins:
The unemployment problem
The Jordanian economy has failed to expand to allow for the number of young Jordanians entering
the work force on an annual basis. Youth unemployment is one of the most pressing issues facing
Jordan. It was a significant factor in mobilizing
youth in different forms of protest—from taking
to the street to using bank notes to highlight their
claims.20 In 2017, the World Bank estimated that
youth unemployment stood at 36 percent.21
Structural adjustment advocates and neo-liberal
advisors have increasingly urged the state to also
look to Jordan’s private sector to help find solutions to this challenge. The growing cooperation
between the state and private sector is apparent in
the award of contracts to the private sector. For
example, the Ministry of Education awarded a
contract to a private provider, Luminus, to establish initiatives to cultivate entrepreneurial growth
among young people.22 Similarly, a government
initiative with private providers for youth technical and vocational training (TVT) is set to admit
6,000 students to TVT centers by 2018–19 to
help tackle the youth unemployment crisis.23

This situation is compounded by the absence of
state-led capacity building in terms of education
curricula, critical thinking, and preparation for civic
engagement and active citizenship. The state and
many donor actors have failed to move beyond the
rhetoric of “civic education” to implement schemes
that build capacity among young people in terms
of volunteering or setting up their own organizations. Civic education initiatives are particularly
absent outside cosmopolitan centers, like Amman.
In towns like Zarqa, Maan, and Irbid, youth centers
However, the necessary economic “ecosystem” for
are poorly resourced and underutilized.
youth employment coupled with entrepreneurial
This highlights the complex layers of stratification activity in Jordan continues to be absent. The preexperienced by young people, including the phys- vailing cultures of corruption, nepotism, and “wasical, tribal, indigenous, refugee, national, eco- ta”—broadly defined as being reliant on networks of
nomic, and social barriers that contribute to the influence through family, friends, and other social
marginalization of various groups. Development groups to access power—stunt youth employabilassistance, whether governmental, non-govern- ity. Youth in Jordan perceive wasta as a major conmental, national, or international can sometimes straint on their chances of finding work, as many
overlook such stratifications, collectively lumping lack the social capital that lies at the foundation of
Jordanian youth into a one-size-fits-all category the practice. It undermines their ability to compete
that leads to the objectification and even securi- in the job market.24 In a 2013 Gallup poll, 85 pertization of young people. This is particularly rel- cent of Jordanian youth agreed with the statement
evant in programs on countering or preventing that, “knowing people in high positions is critical
violent extremism (CVE/PVE). Additionally, the to getting a job.”25 Similarly, a wider environment
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of legislation, regulations, and banking norms that
inhibit start-up cultures, particularly for young people, inherently reduces the effectiveness of a myriad
of entrepreneurship programs in Jordan.26

for political participation, state and society continue to constrain and limit the potential of Jordan’s
young women even more so than their male counterparts.27 Gains in development such as ending
the gender imbalance in education for young JorThese deep-seated structural challenges lead one danian women have yet to transform into advances
to question whether the private sector has the in social, economic, and political participation.28
ability and incentive to effectively fill the space of
the state and take on the governmental burden of The gendered dimension to the issue of marginalreducing youth unemployment. However, state ization leaves young women virtually invisible from
initiatives have fallen short. Ministry of Labor the public debate beyond symbol or token. For exinitiatives—supported by a variety of local and ample, although female quota provisions to increase
donor actors—on youth employment are often political participation for female candidates in Jorad-hoc, lack programmatic approaches, and do danian parliamentary (15 quota seats) and municinot consistently link up with approaches devel- pal (25% of all seats) elections are welcomed, they
oped by the Ministry of Youth.
still structurally deny young women because of age
restrictions on candidacy.29 Institutionalized patriThe link between state and private sector econom- archy along with the resilience and reification of
ic initiatives on youth employment is still not as tribal networks further excludes young women and
successful as it should be. The non-governmental reinforces social attitudes that tend to either inhibit
sector in Jordan, including civil society organi- or banish them from the public space. In turn, this
zations like Injaz, have also been supporting the undermines opportunities for social cohesion.
government in the development of initiatives that
build skills and cultivate entrepreneurship among Female participation in the Jordanian labor force is
youth in Jordan. Coordinating, monitoring, and low. Jordanian government statistics indicate that
enhanced donor conditionality can better serve only 13.2 percent of Jordanian women (including
youth employment issues.
young women) are economically active (employed
or seeking work).30 Moreover, young Jordanian
Double burden: Young women
women are experiencing high rates of unemployment, especially compared to their male counterSystemic social, political, and economic practices parts (see below).31 Yet barriers such as education
have marginalized young Jordanian women. De- are not the problem. Jordanian women have high
spite some noted improvements in opportunities literacy and college graduation rates.

Figure II: Female/Male Youth Unemployment (15–24 years old)
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Job creation for young women is a pressing challenge. Low wages, lack of childcare provision,
poor public transport infrastructure, along with
cultural and societal constraints are among a
plethora of checks that discourage or stop young
women from achieving their economic potential
and contributing to the Jordanian economy.32
Moreover, even once in the workforce, young
women experience pay gaps, earning 41 percent
less than men in the private sector and 28 percent
less in the public sector.33
Donor organizations, international NGOs, and
members of the Hashemite royal family have
promoted women’s rights, gender justice, and issues of equality with some successes such as the
above-mentioned female quotas for national and
municipal elections. Nevertheless, the persistence
of structural barriers affects young women more
than men, particularly in terms of their underrepresentation and the muting of their voice in
fora of power.

right. When linked to some frequently correct assumptions about a gerrymandered electoral process, combined with the aforementioned restrictions on political and social activism, their apathy
is explicable. The youth appear to understand
that their votes are redundant in a non-free political system. As a few young people engaged in
a community program noted, they have limited
trust in political leaders.34 They feel politicians
and national and community leaders are letting
them down and acting as gatekeepers that keep
them, and especially young women, out.

In 2016, for example, youth voter apathy was
widespread and voter participation in the legislative elections in the 17–30 age group was a
disappointing 35 percent.35 Thus, only around
525,000 youth participated in the elections. “I
did not vote, my brother did not vote, and nor
did any of my friends,” commented one Ammanbased young man in the wake of the 2016 legislative elections.36 Similarly, a group of young males
in the town of Zarqa reported they had no moThe consequences
tivation to vote because they assumed their vote
of youth exclusion
would have little effect on public and political
life.37 Such attitudes were also apparent in a 2016
Due to the limits to political, civic, and economic University of Jordan voter survey, which indicatengagement described above, youth have become ed that 46 percent of youth said they would defidistrustful of political and public life in the country. nitely not cast their vote in general elections.38
As participatory processes have narrowed and left
young people marginalized, the distance between Not surprisingly, such apathy is also present in
the state and citizen has expanded. The state is be- youth candidacy rates even after the minimum
coming increasingly vulnerable as it loses the sup- age was reduced to 25 years on the local level.
port of important constituencies, such as the tribal Of the 6,623 candidates who competed for mayyouth, which are challenging the long-held social oral, municipal, and governorate council seats in
compact between tribe and state due to continued 2017, a very modest 6 percent were under the age
exclusion. The aforementioned layers of political, of thirty and only 14 percent were under the age
social, and economic marginalization have also been of forty.39 In the governorate and municipal elecimportant factors in youth radicalization.
tions, the youngest three of the elected 299 were
26 years old. The average age was 49.7 years.40
Youth apathy to political
Similarly, of the 99 mayors elected across Jorand public life
dan, the youngest was 27. The average age in the
three provinces with the youngest mayors was 46
Even though Jordanian youth have the right to years in Madaba, Aqaba, and Kerak.41 Governvote at the age of 17 (plus 90 days), like many ment officials defended these numbers as prelimiJordanians, they have not been exercising this nary results against a background of low public
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awareness regarding the new election format and
decentralization program, but those figures are
unlikely to change without addressing the deeper
layers of youth exclusion discussed above.42

Losing our own: tribal youth
Perhaps the most alarming indicator of the consequences of youth exclusion was the role played
by tribal youth activists during the protests that
sprung in Jordan in 2011.43 Under the banner
of the Hirak movement, tribal youth brought together more than 30 groups from Jordan’s tribal
environs to organize and protest against the government and king.44 Through joining the demonstrations, they showed they had more in common with protestors than the state and that they
wished to broaden their inclusion through electoral reform and ending corruption.

This underlines that Hirak reflects important
generational tensions and stratified hierarchies
of power within and between tribes, as well as
between tribes and wider society and politics in
Jordan. Hirak symbolizes the powerful impact
of youth organization in Jordan and its growing defiance of the state and its leadership. Their
activism highlights inter-generational, class, and
social distinctions that make the state increasingly vulnerable.49 But their efforts have not been
enough to disrupt the electoral stranglehold enjoyed by tribal coalitions populated and headed
by an older generation.
Nevertheless, Hirak youth remain defiant. The
continuing involvement and organization of and
by tribal youth elements in Jordan remains a challenge to power-holders in the state. Their activists
have continued to organize protests and forms of
engagement for young people. They have mobilized both in Jordan’s urban areas, where the majority of the population reside, but also, in rural
areas to the south, north, and east of the country,
where tribal affiliations and the ruling bargain
with the political elite have traditionally been
strongest. The cohesion and engagement of Hirak youth reflected a fundamental challenge from
Jordan’s most important social strata.50

This development was particularly noteworthy
because the monarchy in Jordan has traditionally
relied on the tribal loyalty of its East Bank population for legitimacy.45 In the past, the compact
between state and tribes had centered on forms of
economic benefit (chiefly public service jobs and
state services) in return for political loyalty. Tribal
loyalty, for example, has been a key mechanism
in voter turnout in support of the regime. Under
the Hirak, a key group traditionally sharing in the Youth violence and radicalization
social compact with the state mobilized to protest
The state, as recognized above, plays an imagainst their marginalization.
portant role in the marginalization of Jordan’s
In fact, the tribal youth are not only challeng- youth. Conflicts among youth and between
ing the state but also their elders. Hirak leaders youth and “governing” authorities have been
are calling for wider rights associated with youth evident.51 As one senior academic at the Uniinclusion across the country.46 As one U.S. dip- versity of Jordan noted, “Cohesion is breaking
lomat in Jordan opined, “The tribal compact in down among our students because the burdens
Jordan is under pressure. Tribal youth complain on them are enormous and especially for young
that their elders exclude them from leadership men as their frustrations are growing.”52 Such
roles. So when the primaries were held, the young frustration is evident in the growing phenomguys tried to get themselves on the list [for parlia- enon of campus clashes.
mentary elections] but largely failed.”47 A youth
leader confirmed the statement, “We tried to get In the midst of such uncertainty and insecurity,
on the list but we were blocked by our own el- and with limited channels of expression, youth
have become distanced from state and society.
ders. We ran as independent candidates.”48
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While the processes of radicalization are complex
and not singular in genesis, such pressures can
contribute to pulling some young people closer to
violent extremism.53 Studies have estimated that
Jordanians are among the top three Arab foreign
fighter nationalities in Syria and Iraq, with up
to 2,000 recruited to join the Islamic State and
other violent extremist groups; the typical age of
a fighter is 18–29.54
Theorists of violent movements understand that
a repressive state can fuel recruitment to violent
extremist organizations. Increasingly, researchers
and advocates are recognizing that recruitment
to violent extremism in a country like Jordan is
associated with the structural barriers erected by
government in the face of the aspirations of the
young.55 Violence and extremism is rooted in the
democratic governance deficit (including associated practices of state repression) and not just, as
so many officials claim, in poverty, poor education, and social media messaging.56 Issues such
as marginalization, corruption, nepotism, education, and unemployment are important factors in
youth radicalization.57

Recommendations
The policies that can address youth exclusion and marginalization are myriad, but the
government, policymakers, and others have
transformed the matter into an urgent security
concern.58 Many national and internationally
supported CVE/PVE programs embrace a reductive approach that treats young people simplistically as potential terrorists. Yet, the issue of
violent extremism is linked to wider structural
barriers and cannot be addressed by solutions
that mainly securitize youth. In fact, such approaches have resulted in growing tensions between the state and youth, commonly alluded
to in public discourse on violent extremism.

mainstreaming gives priority to youth not just in
the development of Jordan’s new strategies but
also in the implementation of those strategies. It
ensures that the agency of young people be fostered through their participation in communityled initiatives.
The policies below recognize the centrality of
youth inclusion and empowerment to address
sustainably and effectively issues such as youth
political apathy, disaffection among tribal youth,
and radicalization. Inclusive policies that recognize the intersectionality between political, civic,
and economic development are the only viable
approach to these issues.

Bolster government-led
youth initiatives

Throughout Jordan, the government allocates
only limited resources to tackle issues such as
youth exclusion, unemployment, and poverty, especially with respect to the most vulnerable youth
within society. With the encouragement of the
U.N. and other international actors, the Jordanian state must significantly improve and release
budgetary resources for youth across government
institutions. While Jordan is not as resource rich
as many of its Arab counterparts, it can leverage
its development funding and assistance partnerships to establish greater linkages between development policies and the implementation of the
kinds of structural reforms that service youth and
which only the government can implement.

To that end, the government and king should
strengthen and better finance the Ministry of
Youth (MoY) through directing more resources,
prestige, and praise to the severely depleted ministry. Jordan has embarked on developing a National Youth Strategy (2017–2025) under the administrative address of MoY, but there was a fear
among youth activists and their supporters that
The recommendations below depart from such the same kinds of negative stereotyping about
approaches and focus on youth mainstreaming in youth, which were obvious in its anti-extremism
development program aid and assistance. Youth strategy, would prevail. To avoid those suspicions,
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MoY should be urged not only to include the mote youth political participation and reprevoice of young people in formulating strategies, sentation. As research for this policy briefing
but it must give them a role in implementation. highlights, young Jordanians perceive change
in the formal political realm as part of the soluOf course, key youth issues such as employment tion, but they also need activities and spaces
and participation cannot be funded or imple- that represent greater autonomy and promote
mented properly through the one institutional “politics from below.”
address of MoY, but rather, a framework of policies is needed that involves all government in- Promote civic youth
stitutions. As such, international donors should
play their part in a Youth Sector Working Group Youth in Jordan are educated but not in ways that
that better links youth policy implementation promote civic inclusion and participation. It is,
with the sharing of resources, while also avoiding therefore, time to establish norms of civic engagement in state-led curriculum planning to introsectoral replication.
duce young people to the ways through which
Foster youth political inclusion
they can make a difference in their communities.
Coordination between government ministries to
Youth voter apathy and the limited opportuni- train and support teachers to inspire principles of
ties for youth political participation are hindering civic engagement in Jordanians from an early age
Jordan and establishing systemic security risks. would also build community resilience against
The upswing in domestic terror attacks and the radicalization and extremism.
flow of young Jordanians to Syria since 2011 illustrate the scale of the problem. Jordan’s domes- Civil society actors must play a role in this broadtic and international partners must encourage the er culture shift. The state can lead through exJordanian government to develop youth voter ample in the hope that societal leaders can follow.
awareness campaigns organized not only by the Government requirements for NGO or civil and
Independent Election Commission or state me- community-based organization registration and
dia, but also by grassroots youth initiatives.
licensing could introduce a “youth inclusion”
principle that not only encourages an adjustment
Jordan should also lower the minimum age for in political norms but also creates incentives for
candidacy in parliamentary elections to align it organizations to follow through and implement
with the voting age. Given that the state recog- inclusive policies.
nizes youth as an opportunity and “gift” to the
nation, it could even be so bold as to include Indeed, government and NGOs should create
youth quotas in parliamentary and municipal and enable spaces in which Jordanian youth can
councils in the same way that it has successfully enjoy the right to free expression in order to exintroduced them for women. In Morocco, for ex- plore and debate their identities, as well as their
ample, the 2011 election law included quotas in place in society. Initiatives that establish a greater
the legislature for candidates under 40 years old. number of public spaces that are accessible to
In Tunisia, new legislation has ensured that each youth, beyond university and college campuses,
party list includes at least one candidate below would channel youth activism instead of feelthe age of thirty.
ing threatened by it. As explained above, young
women, in particular, need more access to both
Such recommendations are not a panacea, but physical and virtual public spaces where they are
they can begin to challenge national and sub- free to participate in the wider civic discourse
national political structures and better pro- without fear.
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Ease the school-to-work
transition

The Jordanian state has recognized the task it faces
in tackling the crisis of youth unemployment. One
area of this challenge where progress is vital tackles
the transition from school to work.59 Here, the issue is not just with school leavers but college and
university graduates too. To date, youth employment-training programs by the National Employment and Training (NET) Company, run by the
Jordanian Armed Forces, have not been effective in
tackling the problem and incur high costs.60
In this respect, the government must work to enhance vocational opportunities and training such
as entrepreneurship, business literacy, and mentoring within secondary and tertiary level education in Jordan—for both women and men. The
efficacy of the armed forces in this function is
particularly questionable. Instead, public-private
and private sector partnerships and interventions
should be encouraged to drive this process forward on college and university campuses. The
efficacy, however, of such partnerships and interventions must be constantly reviewed to encourage transparency and accountability.

Conclusion
The youth, which make up more than 22 percent
of the population in Jordan, are marginalized politically, socially, and economically. The political
exclusion of youth extends from the schoolyard to
parliament. Their social marginalization stretches
from formal NGOs and civil societies to informal
tribal networks. Their high levels of unemployment confirm their position at the margins of the
economy, both as employees and entrepreneurs.
Young women are further excluded by added layers of patriarchy. As a result, many youth have
become apathetic and distrustful of the institutions that exclude them. Some, like tribal youth,
have become eager to breakdown long-held social
compacts that do not serve them. Some have resorted to violent extremism and radicalism.
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Tangible steps should be taken to foster youth
inclusion in Jordan. This means that the government must move beyond rhetoric to implementation and actively include young people and wider
society in the process. However, the Jordanian
state cannot undertake this task alone. Other
societal forces, including tribes and religious
leaders, must let youth in too. Furthermore, the
government needs the continued and active assistance of partners, such as the United States, and
the European Union, with whom it has strong
relationships. Regional state actors and international organizations should also offer their continued support. Assistance from those partners
should include rigorous conditionalities concerning youth inclusion to help the Jordanian government move forward on the matter. Without
the inclusion of Jordan’s youth, it will be all but
impossible for King Abdullah’s government to secure the future stability of the country.
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